
Projection furniture_S2.
Especially for interactive projection



S2 XL  S2 XL2

1980 mm

2522 mm

Dimensions in mm (W x D x H)
overall, outside
tech compartment, inside 
(fittings not included)
mounting surface for  
technology components (W x H)
speaker compartment, inside (optional)
area for projection screen or foil (W x H)
recess for pencil tray, etc.
mounting plate 
for beamers (optional) (W x H)
 

Dimensions in mm (W x D x H)
overall, outside
tech compartment, inside 
(fittings not included)
mounting surface for  
technology components (W x H)
speaker compartment, inside (optional)
area for projection screen or foil (W x H)
recess for pencil tray, etc.
mounting plate 
for beamers (optional) (W x H)
 

2110 x 250 x 1980
3 x  629 x 208 x 672 

 
3 x  629 x 382
629 x 208 x 167
2000 x 1193
117
 
925 x 542
 

4110 x 250 x 1980
6 x  629 x 208 x 672 

 
6 x  629 x 382
629 x 208 x 167
4000 x 1193
117
 
2 x  925 x 542
 

Projection furniture_S2, for the individual integration of short-throw beamers



S2 XL3

1980 mm

2522 mm

Colors: arctic white or lava black

Make: body and doors made of MDF, finished with structured varnish with 
passively ventilated compartments for individual technology integration
 
Options:  mounting plate for beamers · compartment / flap for power  
outlets · mount for VC camera, left or right side · doors with speaker 
covers · door locks 

Dimensions in mm (W x D x H)
overall, outside
tech compartment, inside 
(fittings not included)
mounting surface for  
technology components (W x H)
speaker compartment, inside (optional)
area for projection screen or foil (W x H)
recess for pencil tray, etc.
mounting plate 
for beamers (optional) (W x H)
 
   

6110 x 250 x 1980
9 x  629 x 208 x 672 

 
9 x  629 x 382
629 x 208 x 167
6000 x 1193
117
 
3 x  925 x 542
 

Horizontally adjustable mounting plate 
for beamers 

The S2

Specially developed media furniture for interactive 
working on extra-large projection screens
  high-grade and representative
  thought-out to the last detail
  with passively ventilated compartment for PCs, 

additional technology and speakers
 ready for VC-system integration
 simple, adjustable mounting of short-throw  

beamers

Perfect for the leading interactive beamer systems

Made in Germany

Compartment for technology integration



Contact
Holzmedia GmbH Office
Neue Straße 10   D-71576 Burgstetten
Phone +49 (0)71 91 34 47-0  
info@holzmedia.de   www.holzmedia.de

Showroom
Rathausstraße 61  
D-71576 Burgstetten


